
Breaking free 

Japanese firms are responding quickly to the recession, but are they doing enough? 
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In recent months Toyota has replaced its bosses, halted pet projects and temporarily cut 
production in Japan almost in half. Toshiba took control of affiliates and said it would shut 
down unprofitable businesses. Sony plans to halve the number of its suppliers to save 
{Yen}500 billion ($5.2 billion) this year alone. All have cut back their part-time and temporary 
workers, who had only ever been promised a pay-cheque, not a job for life. The actions of 
these prominent Japanese companies have encouraged others to follow suit. 

During the “lost decade” of 1991-2002 Japanese firms dithered rather than adopting the harsh 
measures that might have prevented a drawn-out stagnation. But this time around the 
response has been much faster and deeper. After all, if any country ought to know how to 
respond to a low- or no-growth environment it is Japan: it has had plenty of practice. 

The press has done its part, continually reminding the public of the “once in a century” nature 
of the crisis and thus providing support for the lay-offs. And banks have played a more 
constructive role than they did in the 1990s, by refusing to extend credit to some needy firms 
that cannot meet their obligations—to the dismay of politicians and bureaucrats. 

It helps that unlike during the bursting of the country’s bubble economy in 1991, the crisis 
originated outside Japan and all unpleasant measures could be blamed on the American 
bankers whom many Japanese held responsible for it. And the sudden collapse of export sales, 
which happened in tandem with a spike in commodity prices and an appreciation of the yen 
(which makes Japan’s exports more expensive), meant that corporate Japan had no choice but 
to act. 

All this is quite a turnaround. During the lost decade Japan regarded its problems as a private, 
domestic matter: it resented outside pressure to sort out errant banks, speculative property 
developers, overly ambitious conglomerates and so on. Corporate reforms were introduced, 
albeit slowly and imperfectly. Jobs, sacrosanct in Japan, were eventually shed. The reaction 
this time is notable because it capitalises on the changes introduced back then and provides an 
opportunity to push for even more restructuring.  

It is sorely needed. The drop-off in demand from the West has clobbered Japan’s export 
economy. Foreign trade is down one-third. Japan’s economy is expected to contract by 6% this 
year, making it the worst-hit among rich countries. Industrial overcapacity is thought to be 
much higher than in America or Europe. Indeed, things are so bad that it is generally assumed 



that they cannot get any worse, and will instead improve over the next six months as the 
inventory cycle turns and firms restock. This has helped push the Nikkei 225 share index up by 
around 40% since March, when it hit a 26-year-low. 

Many firms failed to restructure seriously during the lost decade, especially after 2002 when 
record profits poured in from exports. Companies refused to pare their sprawling operations 
and spin off non-core units (it is common for firms to own their own hot-spring resorts, for 
instance). But the recession has strengthened the hand of reformers.  

The most widespread form of restructuring is the easiest: cutting staff. Since the lost decade, 
Japan’s labour force has become more flexible, as the post-war tradition of lifetime 
employment has waned. “Non-regular” workers, as temps and part-timers are known, have 
increased from one-fifth to one-third of the workforce. Labour represents around 70% of 
Japanese business costs: though hard on individuals who are sacked, the rise of non-regular 
workers has let firms cut costs fast. 

It is still difficult and expensive to lay off “regular” workers. Firms typically provide the main 
pensions of staff they jettison, as well as lump-sum severance packages. This explains why 
companies such as Toshiba must raise huge sums to cover restructuring costs. 

Another sign of change is corporate Japan’s sudden zeal for mergers and acquisitions, despite 
the uncertain business environment and a scarcity of capital. Last year Japanese firms spent a 
record amount acquiring businesses abroad, and the buying has not abated. Firms such as 
Kirin, a beverage-maker, J-Power, an electricity wholesaler, and many others have bought 
foreign companies this year. Japan’s stagnant domestic economy offers no prospects for 
growth, and the strong yen, low asset prices and a dearth of rival bidders make it a good time 
to pounce. 

But most transactions were domestic, as companies span off units or took direct control of 
affiliates. In recent months Hitachi, Toshiba and Fujitsu, among others, have shuffled their 
businesses in ways that were unthinkable before the downturn. In the first quarter of this year 
dealmaking in Japan even exceeded that in China, with a total value of $30 billion.  

But is the restructuring going far enough? The emphasis has been on cost-cutting, rather than 
overhauling business models. And most of the big moves have been made by Japan’s big 
export-focused firms, which were the first to be affected by the downturn. There has been 
much less reform among Japan’s huge swathe of inefficient, domestically oriented companies. 

Moreover, even those firms that are trying to cut costs have tried to spread the pain among 
their suppliers, which may actually make things worse in the long run. The advantage of 
commercial camaraderie is that firms can count on at least a little business to keep them alive. 
But propping up ailing ones ultimately harms their healthier rivals, by depriving them of 
resources they could more fruitfully deploy, including capital and qualified staff. 

An executive at a medium-sized supplier to a big electronics firm explains how. The electronics 
firm continues to do business with weak suppliers offering inferior technology, depressing 
prices and profits for stronger ones. This has forced him to cut his research budget. “How can 
we keep up with the technology cycles if we lack the profits to invest?” he asks.  
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